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Abstract: This study proposes a novel concept of actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent
tracking for motion-blur-free video shooting of fast-moving objects. The camera frame and shutter
timings are controlled for motion blur reduction in synchronization with a free-vibration-type actuator
vibrating with a large amplitude at hundreds of hertz so that motion blur can be significantly reduced
in free-viewpoint high-frame-rate video shooting for fast-moving objects by deriving the maximum
performance of the actuator. We develop a prototype of a motion-blur-free video shooting system by
implementing our frame-by-frame intermittent tracking algorithm on a high-speed video camera
system with a resonant mirror vibrating at 750 Hz. It can capture 1024 × 1024 images of fast-moving
objects at 750 fps with an exposure time of 0.33 ms without motion blur. Several experimental results
for fast-moving objects verify that our proposed method can reduce image degradation from motion
blur without decreasing the camera exposure time.
Keywords: high-speed vision; frame-by-frame intermittent tracking; fast-moving-object inspection;
image stabilization

1. Introduction
High-speed cameras are widely used in high-frame-rate (HFR) video shooting for fast-moving
scenes in various applications such as factory inspection, biomedicine, multimedia and civil
engineering. In HFR video shooting, the camera’s exposure time should be lowered as the apparent
speeds of the target scenes increase to reduce motion blur. Image degradation due to motion blur
is affected by the camera’s exposure time, as well as the target speeds. However, the HFR images
captured with a lower exposure time become too dark for observation when fast-moving scenes are
shot in low light because of insufficient intensity of the light projected on the image sensor. When video
shooting fast-moving scenes with high magnification, such as precise product inspection on a conveyor
line, road surface and tunnel wall inspection from a fast-moving car and flowing cells in microscopic
fields, the trade-off between brightness and motion blur in video shooting is distinctly aggravated.
This is because the light intensity projected on the image sensor is lowered and the apparent speed
increases with increasing magnification enabled for precise observation.
In order to reduce image degradation due to motion blur when observing moving scenes,
many motion deblurring methods [1,2] have been proposed to restore the blurred images by
deconvolution using the estimated blur kernels that express the degrees and distributions of motion
blur in the images. Blind deconvolution methodologies were used to estimate the blur kernels from
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a single image using parametric models for maximum a posteriori estimation [3–5]. In addition,
various types of single-image motion deblurring methods have been proposed for correct prediction
of true edges using filters [6–8], multi-scale coarse-to-fine approaches [9,10] and reduction of ill-posed
image priors in the deblurred images such as normalized sparsity priors [11], color priors [12],
patch priors [13], dark channel priors [14] and smoothness priors [15]. Multi-image motion deblurring
methods have been used to accurately estimate the blur kernels from multiple images such as
super-resolution for consecutively captured images [16–18], a high-resolution still camera with a
video camera [19,20] and image deblurring with blurred image pairs [21,22]. Considering a camera
motion model such as a perspective motion model [23] and simplified three-DOF models [24,25],
several studies have reported motion deblurring systems by estimating the camera’s egomotion with
gyro sensors and accelerometers [26] or the camera’s geometric location [27]. Most of these motion
deblurring methods dealt with image restoration of input images degraded due to motion blur, and
they did not consider the acquisition of non-blurred input images. There were limitations to the extent
to which the images could be improved, and it was difficult to completely eliminate motion blur in the
input images when significant changes with large displacement occurred in the images.
In this study, we propose a novel concept for motion-blur-free video shooting that can capture
non-blurred images of fast-moving objects without lowering the camera’s exposure time. Building on
the camera-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method [28] in which the actuators are
simultaneously controlled for tracking in synchronization with the camera’s frame timings, we extend
the method to the actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method so that the camera’s
frame timings are controlled for motion-blur-free video shooting in synchronization with the large
amplitude vibration of a free-vibration-type actuator such as a resonant mirror vibrating at a high
frequency corresponding to its natural frequency. The proposed method can derive the maximum
performance of the free-vibration-type actuator that enables motion-blur-free shooting of faster-moving
objects at a higher frame rate. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related works
on image stabilization for blur reduction, high-speed vision and camera-driven frame-by-frame
intermittent tracking method are presented in greater detail in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose
the actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method and describe how to determine the
parameters in frame-by-frame intermittent tracking. Section 4 provides an outline of the configuration
of our motion-blur-free video shooting system with a resonant mirror vibrating at 750 Hz and describes
the algorithm implemented for motion-blur-free video shooting of 1024 × 1024 images at 750 fps.
The parameters are verified in the preliminary experiments described in Section 5. In Section 6,
the effectiveness of the method is verified by demonstrating the results of HFR video shooting
experiments performed for fast-moving scenes.
2. Related Works
2.1. Image Stabilization
To reduce undesirable motion resulting from shaking or jiggling of the camera, a large number
of image stabilization techniques has been developed. These techniques can be categorized into:
(1) optical image stabilization (OIS) and (2) digital image stabilization (DIS). The lens-shift OIS systems
have been designed to shift their optical path using optomechatronic devices such as shift-mechanisms
for lens barrels [29,30], a fluidic prism [31], a three-DOF lens platform with magnetic actuation [32]
and a deformable mirror [33]. For small systems such as mobile phones, the sensor-shift OIS
systems have been compactly designed to shift their image sensors using voice coil actuators [34–39].
Many types of multi-DOF gimbal control systems [40–44] have been also used in OIS systems
in handheld shooting and drone-based aerial videography with ready-made commercial digital
cameras. These OIS systems can stabilize input images for reducing motion blur resulting from
camera shake by controlling the optical path with the camera’s internal sensors such as gyro sensors.
However, these systems are not suitable for shooting blur-free images of fast-moving scenes when the
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camera is fixed. This is because the internal sensors cannot detect any apparent motion in the captured
images. DIS systems can stabilize input images by compensating the residual fluctuation motion using
an image processing technique that estimates the local motion vectors such as block matching [45–47],
bit-plane matching [48,49], feature point matching [50–55] and optical flow estimation [56–59]. Most of
these DIS systems do not need any additional mechanical or optical device, and this feature makes them
suitable for low-cost electronics. However, these systems are not suitable for capturing non-blurred
input images because they cannot address existing motion blur in the captured images. Since its
origination in [60], many high-speed photography methods and systems with strobe lights [61–64]
have been developed. They can shoot videos of fast-moving objects without motion blur with very
short strobe pulses, whereas they cannot shoot videos of fast-moving objects at distant places under
daylight conditions because ambient light becomes dominant.
2.2. High-Speed Vision
In order to track fast-moving objects with visual feedback, many real-time high-speed vision
systems operating at 1000 fps or more have been developed [65–68]. Various types of image processing
algorithms such as optical-flow [69], camshift tracking [70], multi-object tracking [71], feature point
tracking [72] and face-tracking [73] have been implemented for HFR visual tracking accelerated by
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and graphic processing units (GPUs) on high-speed vision
systems. The effectiveness of high-speed vision has been demonstrated in tracking applications
such as robot manipulation [74–77], multicopter tracking [78,79], microscopic cell analysis [80–83]
and vibration analysis [84]. The tracking performances of most of these tracking systems are limited
by the time delay of dozens of frames for convergence in tracking control, because the responsive
speed of the actuator is much slower than those in the accelerated video capturing and processing in
high-speed vision systems. Recently, the 1-ms auto pan-tilt system [85] using galvano-mirrors with
accelerated pan-tilt actuators has achieved dynamic image control for ultrafast tracking of moving
objects, and such galvano-mirror-based active vision systems can function as virtual multiple tracking
cameras that can observe hundreds of different views in a second [86]. By tracking an object to be
observed in the center of the camera view with visual feedback, such high-speed tracking systems
can reduce motion blur without decreasing their exposure time because the apparent motion of the
object to be observed can be canceled in the camera view when the tracking control works correctly.
However, motion-blur-free video shooting in such systems is limited to a single target object because
the viewpoints cannot be freely changed for observing other objects when the target object is tracked
in the camera view.
2.3. Camera-Driven Frame-By-Frame Intermittent Tracking
For viewpoint-free video shooting of fast-moving objects without increasing motion blur,
Inoue et al. had proposed a frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method [87] that can reduce
motion blur by alternating different gaze control methods on an ultrafast active vision system
from tracking control to back-to-home control at every frame. In synchronization with the camera
shutter timings, the tracking control is executed to maintain the apparent velocity of the object to
be observed on the image sensor at zero for motion blur reduction when the camera shutter is open.
The back-to-home control is executed to reset the optical path of the camera to its home position
without degrading the image quality when the camera shutter is closed because the image sensor is
blind to any apparent motion according to no incident light. Figure 1 shows the control scheme of the
camera-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking, in which the actuator for the alternative gaze
control is synchronized with the fixed frame cycles of the camera.
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Figure 1. Control scheme in camera-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking.

Based on the concept of the camera-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking, high-speed
mirror-drive tracking systems using high-frequency response actuators such as piezo-mirrors [87,88]
and galvano-mirrors [89,90] have been reported for motion-blur-free video shooting of fast-moving
objects at hundreds of frames per second. In [87], a mirror-drive two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
piezo-actuator-based tracking system that can capture 512 × 512 images of fast-moving objects
at 125 fps with an exposure time of 4 ms without motion blur was proposed. Two piezo-mirrors
with 30 mm × 30 mm mirror surfaces were used, and their movable ranges in pan and tilt directions
were very narrow; 0.17 and 0.14 degrees, respectively. Additionally, the trajectory of the piezo-mirror
had considerable ripples at its natural frequency of approximately 800 Hz once the motor command
was provided to the piezo-mirror. Further, it took 4 ms or more for decaying the ripples. This system
could not perform frame-by-frame intermittent tracking at a frame rate larger than 125 fps, and the
maximum angular speeds for the pan and tilt angles were limited to 67.1 and 49.7◦ /s, respectively. Thus,
there remained the following constraints of a high-frequency response actuator in the camera-driven
frame-by-frame intermittent tracking:
(1) Limited movable range
A high-frequency response actuator has to perform a trade-off between its frequency response
and movable range. The amplitude of the repetitive motion at a high frequency is limited because the
movable range of a high-frequency response actuator gets narrower as its mechanical time constant gets
smaller. In frame-by-frame intermittent tracking with the camera exposure time, the high-frequency
response actuator should continuously track a target object whenever the camera shutter is open.
However, the motion blur cannot be completely eliminated when the distance of the object during the
time the camera shutter is open is larger than the movable range of the actuator. The admissible speed
of the target object is limited in motion-blur-free video shooting with a large camera exposure time.
(2) Limited controllability in the high-frequency range
A high-frequency response actuator requires a certain time to attenuate its ringing response with
resonant vibration, because it achieves its high-frequency drive with a low damping ratio by reducing
its viscosity such as friction. The trajectory of a high-frequency response actuator should be linearly
controlled whenever the camera shutter is open so as to cancel the apparent speed of the target object
assuming that it moves at a fixed speed as long as the camera shutter is open. However, it is difficult to
completely eliminate ripples in the actuator’s trajectory in the frame-by-frame intermittent tracking at
hundreds of hertz or more because the frame interval is not larger than its damping time for resonant
vibration, and motion blurs are still retained in the images.
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3. Actuator-Driven Frame-By-Frame Intermittent Tracking
3.1. Concept
According to the constraints stated in the previous section, the camera-driven frame-by-frame
intermittent tracking method cannot always derive the maximum performance of a high-frequency
response actuator, and the frame rate of a high-speed vision system should be lowered so as to maintain
the linear trajectory of the actuator during the time the camera shutter is open. The very flexible
controllability of the high-speed vision system, whose frequency response is much higher than that of
the actuator, was not fully utilized in the frame-by-frame intermittent tracking.
Thus, in this study, we propose an improved frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method that can
reduce motion blur in video shooting by controlling the camera shutter timings in synchronization with
the resonant vibration of a free-vibration-type actuator such as a resonant mirror. Its high-frequency
vibration with a large amplitude enables the ultrafast gaze control to track fast-moving objects during
the time the camera shutter is open. Figure 2 shows the concept of our proposed actuator-driven
frame-by-frame intermittent tracking method.
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Figure 2. Concept of the actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking.

When the camera’s viewpoint moves unidirectionally, the viewpoint’s position x (t) at time t
vibrates at a cycle time of T = 1/ f 0 on the following sinusoid trajectory,
x (t) = A(t) · sin

2π
t,
T

(1)
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where f 0 is the resonant frequency of the free-vibration-type actuator and A(t) is the amplitude of
the vibration at time t, assuming x (t) = 0 when t = 0. In the actuator-driven tracking approach,
the exposure start and end times to capture the image at frame k, which are expressed as tO
k and
tC
,
respectively,
are
controlled
so
that
the
camera
shutter
is
open
when
the
viewpoint
is
located
in
k
the highly linear range within the sinusoid trajectory. In parallel with the shutter timing control,
the slope of the approximate line to the sinusoid trajectory when the camera shutter is open, which
indicates the speed of the camera’s viewpoint, is controlled for motion blur reduction so as to coincide
with the apparent speed of the target object on the image sensor. In the frame-by-frame intermittent
tracking with a free-vibration-type actuator, the resonant frequency, which is a fixed value peculiar
to the actuator, is not controllable, and the speed of the camera’s viewpoint can be controlled with
the amplitude of the vibration, as well as the exposure start and end times, which determine the time
range for the linear approximation to the sinusoid trajectory.
Figure 3 shows the control scheme of our actuator-driven tracking approach. Compared to
the performance-limited mechanical actuator control in the camera-driven tracking approach,
the actuator-driven tracking approach can derive the maximum mechanical performance of
a free-vibration-type actuator enables motion-blur-free video shooting of faster moving objects at
a higher frame rate, whereas a free-vibration-type actuator is plagued by the following limitations:
(1) Unresponsive amplitude control in resonant vibration
A free-vibration-type actuator tends to move on a periodic trajectory with a certain hysteresis
caused by friction, and it is largely deviated from the ideal sinusoid trajectory in the case of the
resonant vibration with a small amplitude. In the actuator-drive tracking approach, such properties
may degrade the tracking performance in video shooting a target object whose speed is either very
low or varies with time.
(2) Limited time aperture ratio
In the camera-driven tracking approach, the time aperture ratio, which is the ratio of the frame
interval and the exposure time in video shooting, can be programmably determined by designing
the target trajectory of the camera’s viewpoint freely, whereas the high-frequency response actuator
cannot move on the target trajectory with a large amplitude, due to its limited movable range and
speed. On the other hand, the time aperture ratio in the actuator-driven tracking approach is limited
due to the sinusoid trajectory with resonant vibration. This is because the camera shutter timings are
automatically determined so as to guarantee the linear motion of the camera’s viewpoint when the
camera shutter is open, whereas the percentage of the linear range on the sinusoid trajectory decreases
as the exposure time increases.
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Figure 3. Control scheme in actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking.
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3.2. Camera Shutter Timings and Vibration Amplitude
In motion-blur-free video shooting with actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking,
the nonlinear sinusoid trajectory with resonant vibration of a free-vibration-type actuator, which is
segmented in the time range when the camera shutter is open, deviates from its approximate straight
line more extensively as the camera exposure time increases. For motion-blur-free video shooting
without lowering the incident light, it is important to determine a larger camera exposure time with
consideration of the permissible deviation error in straight-line approximation, which corresponds
to the degree of motion blur. In this subsection, we discuss how to determine parameters for camera
shutter timings in actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking on the basis of the numerical
relationship between the segmented sinusoid trajectory and its approximate straight line.
As illustrated in Figure 4, the input image is captured at frame k with an exposure time τ by
C
opening and closing the camera shutter at times tO
k = tk − τ/2 and tk = tk + τ/2, respectively.
In this study, we assume that the center time of the camera exposure is set to tk = 2nπ (n: integer)
to synchronize with the sinusoid trajectory x (t) = A sin(2π/T )t so that the slope of a tangent to
the sinusoid trajectory is maximum at time tk . To track a target object moving at a speed of v in
images when the camera shutter is open, we assume that the amplitude A of the sinusoid trajectory is
so controlled that the straight line y(t) = vt approximates the segmented sinusoid trajectory in the
C
range of time tO
k to time tk . Here, we assume that the open and close times for camera exposure are
O
C
tk = −τ/2 and tk = τ/2, respectively, by setting the center time to tk = 0 for simplification, and the
y-intercept of the approximate line is zero because the segmented sinusoid trajectory in the range of
C
time tO
k to time tk is symmetric about the center time tk . To estimate the amplitude A, we consider
a minimization problem for the following squared-error loss function that can evaluate the deviation
of the segmented sinusoid trajectory from the straight line where the target object moves,

E( A)

=
=
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Solving the following equation such that the partial derivative of E( A) with respect to A is zero,
∂E
= 2A ·
∂A



1
T
2πτ
−
sin
2 4πτ
T



T
πτ
T2
πτ
− 2v · −
cos
+ 2 sin
2π
T
T
2π τ




= 0,

(3)

the amplitude Amin can be derived as follows:

Amin


πτ
πτ
πτ 
T 2 sin
−
cos
)
T
T · v = T (sinπr − πr cos πr
 T
 · v,
=
T
sin
2πr
2πτ
π2 τ 1 −
π2 r 1 −
sin
2πτ
T
2πr

(4)

where r = τ/T is the temporal aperture ratio that indicates the ratio of the exposure time τ to the cycle
time T of the sinusoid trajectory. Figure 5 shows the relationship between the temporal aperture ratio r
and the amplitude ratio of Amin to A0 ; A0 is the slope of the tangent line of the sinusoid trajectory at
time tk when the exposure time τ approaches zero as follows:
A0 = lim Amin =
τ →0

T
v.
2π

(5)
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Figure 5. Relationship between temporal aperture ratio r and the amplitude ratio of Amin to A0 .

Thus, the minimum value Emin of the squared-error loss function is obtained as follows:


Emin


πτ
πτ
πτ 2
(
sin
−
cos
)
T3
 τ2
2
T
T
T 
= min E( A) = E( Amin ) =  − 3
v ,
2πτ
2πτ
12 π τ
A
− sin
T
T
!
3
2
r
1 (sin πr − πr cos πr )2
T
=
−
v2 .
r
12 π 3
2πr − sin 2πr

(6)

(7)

Without actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking, the squared-error loss ENT in the
C
range of time tO
k to time tk when observing a target object moving at speed v can be described as the
value of the loss function when the amplitude of the sinusoid trajectory is A = 0, corresponding to no
camera motion for tracking, as follows:
ENT = E( A = 0) =

1
tC
−
tO
k
k

Z tC
k
tO
k

|vt|2 dt =

τ2 2
T 2 r2 2
·v =
·v .
12
12

(8)
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Considering the roots of the squared-error losses of Emin and ENT , the relative error ratio ε is
defined as follows:
s
p
12 (sin πr − πr cos πr )2
Emin
,
(9)
ε= p
= 1− 3 3
2πr − sin 2πr
π r
ENT
where ε indicates the degree of motion blur reduction in video shooting with frame-by-frame
intermittent tracking, compared with the deviation error in video shooting without tracking; ε = f (r ) is
a monotonically increasing function of the temporal aperture ratio r, and motion blur is largely canceled
when ε approaches zero. Thus, the temporal aperture ratio r can be expressed as a monotonically
increasing function of the relative error ratio ε, which is independent of the cycle time T of the sinusoid
trajectory and the target speed v, as follows:
r = f −1 ( ε ).

(10)

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the temporal aperture ratio r and the relative error ratio ε.
Using the relationship between r and ε in Figure 6 as a look-up table, the camera shutter timings
can be automatically determined in actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking when the
permissible degree of motion blur is initially given. For example, the relative error ratio ε is permissible
up to 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively, and the upper-limit values of the allowable temporal opening ratios
are r (0.01) = 0.151, r (0.05) = 0.333, and r (0.1) = 0.460, respectively. Especially when the exposure
time is constant, the open and close times for camera exposure can be determined independently
from the time-varying amplitude A of the sinusoid trajectory, which is controlled so as to cancel the
apparent speed of the target object when the camera exposure is open, and these signals are generated
in synchronization with the external synchronization signal from a free-vibration-type actuator.
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Figure 6. Relationship between temporal aperture ratio r and relative error ratio ε.

4. Motion-Blur-Free HFR Video Shooting System
In order to verify the effectiveness of actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking,
we developed a test-bed system for motion-blur-free HFR video shooting. Figure 7 shows the overview
of the test-bed system. The test-bed system consists of (1) a motion-blur-free HFR camera system
with a resonant mirror and (2) a high-speed belt-conveyor system that can convey target objects to be
observed at various speeds.
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Figure 7. Overview of the test-bed system for motion-blur-free video shooting.

The motion-blur-free HFR camera system consists of a high-speed video camera (FASTCAM
SA-X2, Photron, Tokyo, Japan) with an F-mount 135-mm lens (Rodagon 135 mm F5.6, Qioptiq
Photonics, Hamble-le-Rice, UK), a resonant mirror (SC-30, Electro-Optical Products, Ridgewood,
NY, USA), a function generator (AFG1022, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) and a personal computer
(PC) with an ASUSTeK P6T7 WS Supercomputer main board, Intel Core i7 960 3.20-GHz CPU, 6-GB
memory, Windows 7 Professional 32-bit OS and a D/A board (PEX-340416, Interface, Hiroshima, Japan).
FASTCAM SA-X2 has a 12-bit 1024 × 1024 CMOS image sensor, the sensor size and pixel size of which
are 20.48 mm × 20.48 mm and 20 µm × 20 µm, respectively, and it can capture and record 1024 × 1024
images at 12,500 fps in inner memories with a 256-parallel analog output at a 65-MHz clock. The camera
parameters such as exposure time can be set through a Gb Ethernet from external systems, whereas
the shutter timings to open the camera exposure can be directly determined by an external trigger
signal. SC-30 is a resonant mirror system that can vibrate a 23-mm × 23-mm-size glass mirror in the
pan direction at its resonant frequency of 750 Hz. The amplitude of its sinusoid trajectory can be
controlled in the range of 0.0025 to 0.5◦ by providing a voltage command in the range of 0 to 5 V to its
automatic gain control driver; the voltage command was outputted from the D/A board mounted on
the PC. A transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) signal is externally outputted at the cycle time of its resonant
vibration, and it was used to determine the shutter timings to open the camera exposure at 750 Hz.
The function generator AFG1022 was used to adjust the delay time in the external TTL signal so as to
synchronize the center time of the open exposure with the vibration center of the sinusoid trajectory in
this study. The PC was mainly used to control the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror system
for motion-blur-free video shooting.
The high-speed belt-conveyor system was installed 625 mm below a planar mirror of
100 mm × 100 mm size; the planar mirror was located 135 mm on the right side of the resonant
mirror to change the direction of the camera view to the vertical direction for target objects
horizontally-moving on the belt-conveyor system; they were observed under the lighting with an LED
illuminator (VLP-10500XP, LPL, Saitama, Japan), which was installed 400 mm diagonally upward from
the belt-conveyor system. On the belt-conveyor system, target objects attached to a 500-mm-width
rubber belt can move forward with rotations of 80 mm-diameter pulleys, one of which was the drive
pulley powered with a three-phase induction motor (SF-PRV-3.7KW-4P-200V, Mitsubishi Electric,
Tokyo, Japan). The length between pulleys was set to 1.5 m. The induction motor was controlled by an
inverter (WJ200-037LF, Hitachi Industrial Equipment Systems, Tokyo, Japan), and the conveying speed
of the belt-conveyor system can be set in the range of 0 to 7.55 m/s by providing a voltage command
in the range of 0 to 10 V to the inverter. The rotation speed of the induction motor was measured
by a high-speed vision system IDP Express [67]; the rotation speed was computed by extracting the
position of an 8 mm-diameter marker attached on a rotational axis with real-time video processing
of 512 × 512 images at 2000 fps on IDP Express. Thus, the conveying speed of the belt-conveyor
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system can be simultaneously estimated for motion-blur-free video shooting at 2000 Hz on the PC,
on which IDP Express was mounted for controlling the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror.
With this test-bed system, 1024 × 1024 input images were captured at 750 fps, with a frame
interval of 1.333 ms and the exposure time of 0.33 ms, respectively, in synchronization with the external
trigger signal from the resonant mirror, which was dependent on its resonant frequency. The intensity
of incident light on the image sensor was not different from that while shooting a video without a
resonant mirror. We confirmed that only 2.2% of the intensity of incident light was lost owing to
the 23 mm × 23 mm mirror in the presented setup, compared with that in video shooting without a
resonant mirror. The temporal aperture ratio in frame-by-frame intermittent tracking was r = 0.25,
and the relative error ratio ε = 0.028; this corresponded to the relationship between r and ε in Figure 6.
A target object on the belt plane was apparently distant R = 760 mm from the center of the resonant
mirror. Considering the twice of the mirror angle of the resonant mirror, the sinusoid trajectory of the
mirror angle θ (t) = Aθ sin 2πt/T was projected on the belt plane as:
x (t) = 2Aθ R sin

2π
t,
T

(11)

where it is assumed that θ (t) is small. From Equation (4), the vibration amplitude Aθ of the resonant
mirror to minimize the squared-error loss function described in Equation (3) can be expressed as a
function of the speed v of a target object by substituting T = 1.333 ms, r = 0.25 and R = 760 mm
as follows:
Aθ =

1 T (sin πr − πr cos πr )

 × v = cmin × v,
sin 2πr
2R
2
π r 1−
2πr

(12)

where cmin = 1.485 × 10−4 (rad·s/m) = 8.506 × 10−3 (◦ ·s/m). The vibration amplitude of the resonant
mirror was controlled with sensor feedback so that the apparent scan speed with the resonant
mirror on target objects on the belt was always matched with the conveying speed measured by
the high-speed vision system IDP Express. An image region of 1024 × 1024 pixels corresponded to
the 104 mm × 104 mm area on the belt of the belt-conveyor system, and 0.10 mm corresponded to
one pixel. The maximum permissible speed for target objects to be observed that can guarantee the
efficiency of frame-by-frame intermittent tracking was determined theoretically by the ratio of 0.5 deg
to 0.33 ms, which were the maximum movable angle of the resonant mirror and the duration time
of the exposure time, respectively; the maximum angular speed was 2.34 × 103 ◦ /s considering
that the variation of the view angle via the mirror corresponds to twice that of the mirror angle.
Thus, the displacement of 95.6 pixels in the x direction on the image sensor was permissible during
the open exposure of 0.33 ms, and the maximum permissible apparent speed on the image sensor
was 2.90 × 105 pixel/s. This value corresponded to the maximum permissible speed of 29.4 m/s for
objects to be observed on the belt of the belt-conveyor system, whereas the maximum conveying speed
of the belt-conveyor system was 7.55 m/s.
5. Preliminary Experiments
5.1. Relationship between Drive Voltage and Vibration Amplitude
Firstly, we conducted a preliminary experiment to verify the relationship between the drive
voltage to the resonant mirror and its angular displacement. To measure the angular displacement,
a laser beam spot was redirected by the resonant mirror, and the locations of the beam spots projected
on a screen at a distance of 1375 mm from the resonant mirror were extracted offline by capturing
an HFR video of 384 × 56 pixels at 100,000 fps with the exposure time of 8.98 × 10−3 ms. Figure 8 shows
the angular displacement for 4 ms when the drive voltage to the resonant mirror was set to 0.0, 1.0, 2.0,
3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 V. The angular displacement was sinusoidally changed at a frequency of 750 Hz, and its
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amplitude increased in proportion with the drive voltage. Figure 9 shows the relationship between the
drive voltage and the averaged vibration amplitude of the angular displacement for 1 s, corresponding
to 750 cycle times of the 750-Hz vibration, when the drive voltage varied in the range of 0.0 to 5.0 V
at steps of 0.2 V. The vibration amplitude linearly varied with the amplitude of the drive voltage,
whereas there was a slight offset around 0 V; the relationship between the drive voltage V (V) and the
vibration amplitude A (◦ ) can be linearly approximated as A = 0.0368V + 0.0026. Figure 10 shows the
relationship between the drive voltage and the standard deviation of the vibration amplitude in the
duration time of 1 s. In the figure, the relative ratio of the standard deviation to the averaged vibration
amplitude was also plotted. When the drive voltage was 5.0 V, the averaged vibration amplitude and
its standard deviation were 0.188 and 3.35 × 10−4 ◦ , respectively. The standard deviations had similar
values around 3 × 10−4 ◦ at all the drive voltages, and the relative ratio decreased in proportion to the
drive voltage; the relative ratio was 0.18% when the drive voltage was 5 V.
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Figure 8. Relationship between drive voltage and angular displacement.
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5.2. Step Responses of Vibration Amplitude
Next, we conducted an experiment to verify the response time of the vibration amplitude of
the resonant mirror when a step drive voltage is commanded to the resonant mirror. In a similar
environment as that in the previous subsection, the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror is
measured by capturing an HFR video for the laser beam spots projected on a screen; 384 × 265 images
were captured for 5 s at 750 Hz with the exposure time of 0.05 ms in synchronization with the timing
when the angular displacement of the resonant mirror was at the maximum. Figure 11 shows the step
response of the vibration amplitude when the drive voltage of (a) 1 V and (b) 3 V is simultaneously
switched to the different target voltage in the range of 0 to 5 V at time t = 0. Figure 12 shows the
rise time (from 10 to 90%), the delay time (to 50%) and the settling time (within 5 %) of the vibration
amplitude when analyzing the step responses in Figure 11. At all target voltages except 0 V in (a) 1 V
and (b) 3 V, the rise times and the delay times had similar values of 0.16 s and 0.12 s, respectively.
However, the settling times were much larger than these parameters. There was a distinct tendency
of hysteresis that the settling time was around 0.50 s for all cases when the drive voltage increased,
whereas it became larger when the drive voltage largely decreased. Comparing with the 750-Hz
free vibration of the resonant mirror, the dynamic response of the vibration amplitude is so slow
and hysterical that the vibration amplitude cannot be quickly controlled for motion blur reduction
when the speed of a target object to be tracked is quickly time-varying, whereas vibration amplitude
control functions well in motion-blur-free video shooting for a target object moving at a large, but
slightly time-varying speed in many applications such as product inspection on a factory line and road
inspection from a moving car.
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6. Video Shooting Experiments
6.1. Video Shooting without Amplitude Control for Circle-Dots Moving at Constant Speeds
Next, we conducted video shooting experiments for a patterned object attached on the moving
belt of the test-bed system to verify the relationship between the speed of a target object and its motion
blur when the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was set to a constant value. Figure 13 shows
the patterned object to be observed;a circle-dot pattern on which 4 mm-diameter circle-dots were
black-printed at vertical and horizontal intervals of 11 mm and 7 mm, respectively.

Figure 13. Circle-dot pattern to be observed.

Figure 14 shows the 215 × 215 images cropped from the 1024 × 1024 input images of the circle-dot
pattern moving with the motor command of 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 4.0 and 6.5 m/s to the conveyor system when
the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was set to 0.0000◦ , 0.0063◦ , 0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ and 0.0572◦ ;
0.0000◦ corresponded to no vibration of the resonant mirror, and 0.0063◦ , 0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ and 0.0572◦
corresponded to the voltage command of 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 V to the control driver of the resonant mirror,
respectively. The patterns moving with the motor command of 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 m/s were
captured without motion blur when the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was 0.0000◦ , 0.0063◦ ,
0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ and 0.0572◦ , respectively. This tendency corresponded to that the squared-error
loss functions when the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was 0.0000, 0.0085◦ , 0.0213◦ ,
0.0383◦ and 0.0553◦ were minimized in observing a target object moving with the motor command
of 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 m/s, respectively, according to Equation (12). The image degradation
with motion blur in the horizontal direction became larger as the object speed deviated from its
desired speed for motion blur reduction, which was determined by the vibration amplitude of the
resonant mirror.
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Figure 14. Images of a circle-dot pattern when video shooting without amplitude control.

For a circle-dot pattern, the blur index λdot = λ x − λ0x was introduced; λ x represents the length
of the x-axis of the approximated ellipse of the circle dot in the image, and λ0x is the value of λ x in
observing a circle-dot at a fixed location in the case of no vibration of the resonant mirror. The index
λdot increases as the motion blur in the horizontal direction becomes larger in the image, and it
becomes zero when the circle-dot has no motion. λ x was estimated offline by computing its zero-, firstand second-order moment features for the circle-dot region in the 424 × 424 image cropped from the
input image; a single circle-dot was located at the center of the cropped image. The circle-dot region
was extracted by binarization with a threshold of 2600.
Figure 15 shows the relationship between the speed of a circle-dot and its blur index λdot
when the target objects moved with the motor command to the conveyor system in the range of 0.0
to 7.5 m/s at intervals of 0.5 m/s. In the figure, the blur indexes λdot were averaged by those for 25
selected dots in two images, and they were plotted when the vibration amplitude of the resonant
mirror was 0.0000◦ , 0.0063◦ , 0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ , 0.0572◦ and 0.0776◦ . When the vibration amplitude
was 0.0000◦ , 0.0063◦ , 0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ and 0.0572◦ , the blur index λdot had a minimum value when
the motor command was 0.0, 1.0, 2.5, 4.5 and 6.5 m/s, respectively; these motor commands were
around the desired speeds for motion blur reduction, 0.00, 0.74, 2.38, 4.60 and 6.72 m/s, which were
determined by the vibration amplitude 0.0000◦ , 0.0063◦ , 0.0202◦ , 0.0391◦ and 0.0572◦ , respectively.
The desired speed for motion blur reduction when the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror
was 0.0776◦ , corresponding to the voltage command of 2.0 V to its control driver, was 9.12 m/s,
and it was larger than the maximum conveying speed of 7.55 m/s on the belt-conveyor system.
Thus, there were no local maximum/minimum values when the vibration amplitude was 0.0776◦ in
Figure 15. These experimental results indicate that we can reduce motion blur in video shooting when
the object speed corresponds to the desired speed for motion blur reduction, which is determined by
the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror.
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Figure 15. Blur indexes λdot when video shooting without actuator control.

6.2. Video Shooting with Amplitude Control for Circle-Dots Moving at Constant Speeds
Next, we conducted video shooting experiments for a fast-moving patterned object when the
vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was controlled in proportion to the object speed on the belt,
which was estimated at 2000 fps by IDP Express, so that motion blurs in input images were reduced by
frame-by-frame intermittent tracking. The circle-dot pattern identical to that used in Section 6.1 was
observed in the experiments.
Figure 16 shows the 215 × 215 images cropped from the 1024 × 1024 input images of the circle-dot
pattern when the patterned objects moved with the motor command to the conveyor system of 0.0, 1.5,
3.0, 4.5, 6.0 and 7.5 m/s. The input images captured when the vibration amplitude of the resonant
mirror was controlled with sensor feedback (IT, with tracking) were compared with those captured
when no vibration of the resonant mirror (NT, without tracking). As observed in Figure 16, the NT
images became increasingly blurred in the horizontal direction as the object speed increased, whereas
the IT images were non-blurred for all the speeds. Figure 17 shows the relationship between the speed
of a circle-dot and its blur index λdot in video shooting the IT images with amplitude control and the
NT images without amplitude control when the target objects moved with the motor command to
the conveyor system in the range of 0 to 7.5 m/s at intervals of 0.5 m/s. In the figure, the vibration
amplitudes of the resonant mirror in video shooting the IT images with amplitude control were
also plotted. The index λdot was computed offline in a similar manner as in the previous section.
In Figure 17, the vibration amplitudes of the resonant mirror were controlled for motion blur reduction
in proportion to the object speed in video shooting with amplitude control, whereas there remained a
slight non-zero offset in the vibration amplitude when the motor command to the conveyor system
was 0 m/s. In Figure 17, the blur index λdot for the IT images was remarkably low, comparing with
that for the NT images. The blur index λdot for the IT images when the motor command was 0.0, 1.5,
3.0, 4.5, 6.0 and 7.5 m/s was 1.50. 0.07, 0.00, 0.02, 0.09 and 0.33 pixel, respectively, whereas that for
the NT images was 0.00, 1.57, 4.45, 7.25, 10.36 and 13.42 pixel, respectively. In the experiments, the
object speed was 7.55 m/s or less, which was smaller than the maximum permissible motion-blur-free
speed of 29.4 m/s in the horizontal direction, and our actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent
tracking method remarkably reduced motion blurs of the circle-dot pattern moving at high speed.
When the motor command to the conveyor system was 1.0 m/s or less, the blur index λdot in video
shooting with actuator control was slightly larger than that in video shooting the object moving with
the motor command of 1.5 m/s or more. This is because the resonant mirror could not control its
vibration amplitude around 0◦ due to friction hysteresis, and there still remained small vibration as
the relationship between the drive voltage and vibration amplitude was described in Section 5.1.
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Figure 16. Images of a circle-dot pattern when video shooting with amplitude control.
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Figure 17. Blur indexes λdot for a circle-dot pattern and the vibration amplitude of resonant mirror
when video shooting with actuator control.

6.3. Video Shooting with Amplitude Control for Patterned Objects at Variable Speeds
Next, we show the experimental results in video shooting with amplitude control for a checkered
pattern, when the object speed varied in the range of 0 to 7.55 m/s. In the experiments, the motor
command for the belt-conveyor system was set to the following trajectory: the motor command that
determines the object speed started to increase from 0 m/s at time t = 4.3 s and reached the maximum
conveying speed of 7.55 m/s at time t = 8.0 s. After keeping the maximum speed during 8.0 s for
t = 8.0 to 16.2 s, it started to decrease and reached 0 m/s at time t = 26.0 s. Figure 18 shows a checkered
pattern on which 2 mm × 2 mm squares of alternating black and white were printed.
Figure 19 shows (a) the measured object speed and the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror
and (b) the blur index λedge when the IT images for t = 0.0 to 30.0 s were captured with frame-by-frame
intermittent tracking. The blur index λedge = Eav /Iave was introduced; Iave and Eave are the averaged
values of the image intensities I ( x, y) and edge intensities E( x, y), respectively, for the 824 × 824 image
center-cropped from a 1024 × 1024 input image. The index λedge decreases as the motion blur becomes
larger in the image, because the edge intensities in the moving direction are degraded due to motion
blur. The edge intensities were computed as follows:
E( x, y) =

q

| I ( x + 1, y) − I ( x, y)|2 + | I ( x, y + 1) − I ( x, y)|2 .

(13)
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Figure 18. Checkered pattern to be observed.
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Figure 19. Experimental results for a checkered pattern moving at variable speeds: (a) object speed
and vibration amplitude of resonant mirror; (b) blur indexes λedge .

For comparison, Figure 19b shows the blur index λedge when the NT images were captured with
no vibration of the resonant mirror; the checkered pattern moved in a manner similar to the captured
IT images. Figure 19b shows that the value of λedge for the IT images was almost constant in the range
of 11.8 to 13.0% when the speed of the checkered pattern varied in time, whereas the value of λedge
for the NT images varied considerably in the range of 9.5 to 13.0%, depending on the speed of the
checkered pattern. The blur indexes λedge for the NT images were larger than those for the IT images
when the measured object speed was 0 m/s due to the non-zero offset in the vibration amplitude of
the resonant mirror as illustrated in Figure 19a. There were fluctuations in the blur indexes λedge for
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both the IT and NT images when the checkered pattern was moving because the average values of the
edge intensities were slightly varied depending on the apparent location of the checkered pattern in
the images. The dynamic response of the vibration amplitude of the resonant mirror was not so quick
compared with its 750-Hz free vibration as described in Section 5.2, whereas the vibration amplitude
control functioned well for motion blur reduction with frame-by-frame intermittent tracking in video
shooting a target object moving at a large, but slightly time-varying speed on the belt-conveyor system,
because the dynamic response of the conveyor’s speed was slower than that in the vibration amplitude
control of the resonant mirror.
To verify our actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking with amplitude control for
complex patterned objects, we experimented with (a) the printed pattern of an electronic board
of 54 mm × 84 mm in size with 0.25 mm-width wiring patterns and (b) the printed pattern of a
book page with many 2-mm letters as illustrated in Figure 20; these patterns were attached on the
belt of the belt-conveyor system and moved at variable speeds in a manner similar to the checkered
pattern. Figures 21 and 22 show (a) the 323 × 323 IT images cropped from the 1024 × 1024 input
images of the electronic board pattern and (b) the 323 × 323 IT images of the book page pattern,
when the object speed was 0.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 m/s, compared with the NT images captured when
there was no vibration of the resonant mirror. The IT images at all the speeds resembled the images
of unmoving patterns, which corresponded to the NT images when the object speed was 0.0 m/s,
whereas the motion blur for the NT images became larger in the horizontal direction as the object
speed increased. When the electronic board pattern was moving at 0.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 m/s, the blur
indexes λedge of the IT images were 11.5%, 14.8%, 15.7% and 13.4%, respectively, whereas those of
the NT images were 19.8%, 9.45%, 8.13% and 7.68%, respectively. When the book page pattern was
moving at 0.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 m/s, the blur indexes λedge of the IT images were 5.22%, 7.19%, 7.59%
and 6.76%, respectively, whereas those of the NT images were 8.65, 4.09, 3.62 and 3.51%, respectively.
Thus, fast-moving complex patterned objects such as the wiring patterns of 0.25-mm width printed
on the electronic board pattern and the 2-mm alphabet letters printed on the book page pattern were
observable without noticeable blurring by applying the actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent
tracking method with amplitude control.

(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Electronic board pattern and book page pattern to be observed: (a) electronic board pattern;
(b) book page pattern.
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Figure 21. Images captured when the electronic board pattern moved at variable speeds.
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Figure 22. Images captured when a book page with many letters moved at variable speeds.

7. Conclusions
In this study, we developed a motion-blur-free video shooting system based on the concept
of actuator-driven frame-by-frame intermittent tracking. In this system, the camera frame timings
are controlled for video shooting with a larger camera exposure time in synchronization with the
high-frequency free vibration with a large amplitude of a resonant mirror so that it enables the
ultrafast gaze control to track fast-moving objects when the camera shutter is open. Our system can
capture 1024 × 1024 images of fast-moving objects at 750 fps with an exposure time of 0.33 ms without
motion blur, and its performance was verified by conducting several video shooting experiments for
fast-moving patterned objects on a high-speed belt-conveyor system. The following issues remain to be
solved in the future. The proposed one-DOF mirror system with low-frequency response of amplitude
control has a limitation in that it cannot shoot motion-blur-free videos of an object moving at a rapid
time-varying speed in variable directions, and the efficacy in obtaining the incident light entering the
camera is also practically limited by the size of the mirror when we use a very large aperture lens
for zooming. On the basis of these experimental results and considerations, we plan to extend our
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motion-blur-free video shooting system to a two-DOF mirror system that can independently control
the directions of the pan and tilt mirrors and improve it by feedback-controlling the camera frame
timings, as well as the vibration amplitudes of resonant mirrors with high-speed real-time video
processing to estimate the object speed and compute the edge-based feature for the blur index. We also
plan to apply our system to various applications such as precise production inspection on a high-speed
factory automation line and infrastructure inspection from a fast-moving vehicle, where video shooting
with high magnification is strongly required for unidirectionally fast-moving scenes and the apparent
speed of the target scene can be given as the speed of the automation line or the vehicle.
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